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EventstoWatchout

US elections will be closely watched by both global and local

investors whichcan lead to some near term volatility.

Europe has seen a second wave of Covid cases. Although the

death rate has not spiked, France and UK has taken lead in

goingback to a partial lockdownmode again.

Markets are now looking forward to the festive season which

combined with pent up demand is likely to lift capacity

utilization. Q2FY21 results will be watched keenly for positive

cues on the much-anticipated recovery for India Inc. There is

no doubt that Q2 will witness sequentially higher growth

numbers. In general, Q2FY21 earnings for companies who

have reported so far have been meeting or higher than the

suppressed expectations.
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Higher number of beats vs misses in Q2 results
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Global markets took a breather after a phenomenal rebound

seen since the lows of March 2020. A combination of caution

ahead of US Presidential elections and a sharp jump in Covid

positive cases in Europe and US, led to frayed nerves in equity

markets, with most witnessing healthy corrections. Indian

equity markets though outperformed, with Nifty50 gaining

3.5% for the month. The broader markets just about managed

to close in the green withminor gains for the month.

Foreign Portfolio Investors turned positive after a pause in

September, with USD 2.9bn of inflows. Domestic Institutional

investors however, were net sellers. The IT heavyweights

dominated the list of gainers driven by above expectations

results.
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Continuationofgreenshoots

The Covid related recovery rates continued to improve every

passing day in India. As a result, the number of active cases

plunged sharply from over 1mn in mid-September to 562k by

end October. This has led to more opening up of the country

and sustained improvement ineconomy.

• India GST collections were up 10% YoY exceeded ` 1 Lakh cr

(~USD 14bn) for the first time inFY21.

• India's manufacturing output (PMI) in October showed the

strongest growth in 13 years rising to 58.9 from 56.8 in

September.

• The mobility indices have been demonstrating a very sharp

uptrend after a prolongedperiodof flattish growth.

• Passenger Vehicle and 2-Wheelers showed strong sales

growth of +17% and +18% respectively with highest ever

monthly sales. The tractor segment with 3% growth is

impacted by production constraints even as the retail sales

remain healthyand inventory iswell below normal.

• Due to an improvement in mining and infrastructural

activities along with a demand pickup from the E-

commerce sector,CV have alsoseen sharp recovery.

EarningsUpdate

Market is going into this quarterly earnings season with low

expecations after one of the sharpest downgrades to NIFTY50

forward earnings (>30%) since Global Financial Crisis due to

the impact of Covid. Apart from low expectations, positive

demand emanating from rural India, government spending,

buoyant exports, and essentials is helping higher number of

beats thus far during Q2FY21. Lower input cost and cost

control in general is helping profit margins. Discretionary

consumption continues to contract YoY while the GFCF (gross

fixed capital formation) is being supported by rural India and

government spending. The table below amply shows how the

earnings season so far has fared.

Source*: NSDL, PTI, ANI, Bloomberg, BSE
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Contact us

For Investor Service Queries

Write to us at abakkus@camsonline.com or call at +91 44 61092415 or +91 44 28432215

Abakkus Asset Manager LLP
Unit 106, B Wing, The Capital, Bandra Kurla Complex, G Block, Bandra East, Mumbai - 400051, India.  

Ph: +91 22 48846600 info@abakkusinvest.com

Disclaimer

Abakkus Growth Fund (“AIF Fund”) is a SEBI registered Category III Alternative Investment Fund and is managed by Abakkus Asset  

Manager LLP (“Abakkus”). Abakkus isalso a SEBI registered PortfolioManager.

This document is for the purpose of information only and is neither a general offer to buy or sell nor solicitation of an offer to buy or

sell any schemes of the AIF Fund or invest under the Portfolio Management Services offered by Abakkus. The delivery of this

document at any time does not imply that information herein is correct as of any time subsequent to its date. The contents of this

document are provisional and may be subject to change and Abakkus has no obligation to update any or all of such information.

In the preparation of the material contained in this document, the information used is based on publicly available data, certain

research reports including information developed in-house. Abakkus warrants that the contents of this document are true to the

best of its knowledge, however assume no liability for the relevance, accuracy or completeness of the contents herein. Abakkus

(including its affiliates) and any of its Partners, officers, employees and other personnel will not accept any liability, loss, damage

of any nature, including but not limited to direct, indirect, punitive, special, exemplary, consequential, as also any loss of profit in

any way arising from the use of this document in any manner whatsoever. This document may include certain statements which

contain words or phrases such as “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”, “objective”, “goal”, “project”,

"endeavor" and similar expressions or variations of such expressions that are forward-looking statements. Actual results may differ

materially from those suggested by the forward-looking statements due to risks, uncertainties or assumptions. Prospective

investors should make an independent assessment, and consult their own counsel, business advisor and tax advisor as to legal,

business and tax related matters concerning this document. The information contained in this document has been prepared for

general guidance and does not constitute a professional advice and no person should act upon any information contained

herein without obtaining specific professional advice. Abakkus nor its Affiliates or advisors would be held responsible for any

reliance placed on the content of this document or for any decision based on it. Each existing / prospective investor, by

accepting delivery of this document agrees to the foregoing. The investments are subject to several risk factors including but not

limited to political, legal, social, economic and overall market risks. The recipient alone shall be fully responsible/are liable for any

decisiontaken on the basis of this document.
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